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Seaman, Sightseer, Storyteller, and Sage:
Aaron Thomas’s 1794 History of Newfoundland

SARAH GLASSFORD

May 20th brought us early in the morning into sounding which indicated our being on the fa-

mous Banks of Newfoundland, therefore not a great many Leagues from the desir’d Harbor

of St John’s, to which place the Boston was bound. As a proof to determine where we was our

Ship was enveloped in one of those fogs which eternally hover over the Banks ... A Euro-

pean, who has never been in this part of America, can have but a faint Idea of these Fogs. You

frequently can see but a few yards before you, and by getting on Deck for two hours you will

get wet to the skin.
1

THUS BEGINS AARON THOMAS’s account of his time in Newfoundland in 1794. In

1818 Edward Chappell claimed that his account of Newfoundland was the first pro-

duced by any British traveller since Jacobean times,
2

but some 24 years earlier

Thomas, an English able-seaman on HMS Boston, had put pen to paper and com-

posed a lively and engaging account of the people, places, and history of New-

foundland, drawn largely from his own experiences there. The result, which

Thomas called his History of Newfoundland, may be described in the same way

Rainer K. Baehre has described shipwreck tales: not only “‘stories-in-history’ but

also ‘history-in-stories’.”
3

Thomas’s History can be puzzling (though pleasantly

so) to a reader, for it mingles the mundane and the marvellous and combines the

forms of travel narrative, journal, and letter, all at once.

Eighteenth-century travel literature lies somewhere between documentation

and interpretation, and Aaron Thomas’s account of his voyage to Newfoundland

during the French Revolutionary War rests within this intermediary zone. His His-

tory has the potential to offer readers a useful window onto life in Newfoundland

and the Royal Navy at the close of the eighteenth century; by placing the History in

its historical and literary contexts, and analyzing Thomas’s use of narrative voice in
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the text, this article grapples with the question of what to make of a supposedly

“factual” account that presents outrageous tales next to realistic-sounding observa-

tions.

Aclose reading of the History shows that Thomas used four principal narrative

voices, which I have chosen to call the Seaman, the Sightseer, the Storyteller, and

the Sage. The Seaman provides factual observations regarding maritime life; the

Sightseer catalogues the people, places, plants, animals, weather, customs, and his-

tory of Newfoundland; the Sage offers sporadic reflections of a serious nature; and

the Storyteller spices up the entire account with lively tales that take liberties with

the truth. An examination of the History in its broader eighteenth-century literary

context reveals the strong influence of both established conventions and contempo-

rary debates in travel literature and epistolary writing.
4
Finally, a comparison of the

History with another travel account by Thomas — his Caribbean Journal — re-

veals the extent to which he shaped and refined his Newfoundland narrative, proba-

bly with publication and a wide readership in mind. Collectively, these approaches

reveal the rich complexity of Aaron Thomas’s History of Newfoundland.
5

Readers

who understand his use of four voices, and are aware of the use he makes of eigh-

teenth-century literary conventions, will have an easier time dissecting its content.

Variously as Seaman, Sightseer, Storyteller, and Sage, Aaron Thomas has much to

tell us about Newfoundland, the Royal Navy, and himself, in 1794.

BACKGROUND

Aaron Thomas was born in 1762 in Wigmore, Herefordshire, and grew up in Lud-

low, Shropshire, as the third child of seven born to a prosperous farmer and some-

time churchwarden, Aaron Thomas Sr., and his wife Mary Pinches. The nature and

extent of Aaron Thomas Jr.’s education is unknown, as is his occupation prior to

joining the navy. His three brothers had flourishing businesses in London, but

Aaron seems to have been the only member of the family not to be similarly suc-

cessful.
6
He lived for some time in London, but in 1793 went to Chatham to join the

Royal Navy. Alifelong bachelor, Thomas had a close relationship with his family in

England, with whom he corresponded regularly throughout his life. He was 32

years old and had a year of service on HMS Suffolk behind him when he transferred

to HMS Boston in March 1794.
7
While serving on the Boston, possibly as a purser’s

assistant,
8

Thomas produced his record of his voyage to Newfoundland. He left

HMS Boston on 20 March 1797, and served on HMS Concord, arriving in the West

Indies on 7 September 1797. Sometime thereafter he again transferred ships, this

time to HMS Lapwing. While serving as Eleventh Gunner (and possibly purser’s as-

sistant) on the Lapwing, Thomas kept a journal covering the period from 15 June

1798 to 26 October 1799, the manuscript of which is now held by the University of
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Miami.
9
Taken ill in early September 1799, Aaron Thomas died sometime between

22 and 26 October 1799.
10

It is a mystery how Thomas’s History of Newfoundland came to rest in a sec-

ond-hand bookstore near Manchester, England. A travelling Newfoundlander no-

ticed it there and brought it home. It passed through the hands of Robert Winton and

the Hon. Stephen Rendell, and the prominent St. John’s merchant and politician

James Murray bought it in 1882.
11

The journal remained in the Murray family, and

in 1968, after undertaking extensive background research, Jean Murray published

an edited version of the History.
12

The journal Jean Murray inherited is bound in brown leather and written in

what she describes as “clear bold handwriting on good paper.”
13

It runs to 693 pages

measuring 6½ by 8 inches, and includes introductory remarks, a full index, and a

list of watercolour illustrations, most of which were still in the book when Murray

inherited it. Asserting in his Preface (which was written later and inserted at the

front of the volume) that “none of these sheets has been rewritten,”
14

Thomas goes

on to say that “every line was wrote by candlelight, on board the Boston, and a part

of it when her canvas was afloat in the Wind.”
15

We are led to assume that such was

the lot of a seaman with literary tendencies in 1794.

NEWFOUNDLAND AND THE ROYAL NAVY IN 1794

Between 1793 and 1815 the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars kept Eng-

land at war with France and the Royal Navy active at sea. When HMS Boston

crossed the Atlantic in 1794, it was part of a fleet convoying merchant fishing ves-

sels to Newfoundland. Lighter and quicker than the accompanying heavy fighting

ships, the Boston and its fellow frigates served as the eyes and ears of the convoy.
16

Possessing 425 vessels, the Royal Navy was well-positioned when war broke out in

1793. Although in the end the Royal Navy managed to stave off serious French in-

vasion attempts at home and successfully defended the overseas colonies, for the

duration of the conflict the Atlantic passage was more dangerous than usual.
17

For-

tunately, Aaron Thomas’s convoy encountered no trouble from the French fleet

during its Atlantic crossing.

The Newfoundland that Thomas encountered during his visit was in some re-

spects the same as it had ever been, but in other ways it was in the midst of great

change. The permanent population of the island remained primarily situated in the

Avalon Peninsula and along the northeast coast as far as Notre Dame Bay. Between

1725 and 1775 the winter population had quadrupled, and although single men con-

tinued to vastly outnumber single women, the last two decades of the eighteenth

century saw an increase in the numbers of women and children in Newfoundland.
18

The formative phase of growth in terms of population and permanent settlement

would come during the Napoleonic Wars, especially after 1800, but already in 1794
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the lack of women (which led Sir Joseph Banks to remark in 1766 that even his

washerwoman received an official invitation to the governor’s ball) decreased to

the point that Aaron Thomas apparently felt no need to make a comparable observa-

tion.
19

As W. Gordon Handcock notes, by the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries “the cumulative effects of female immigration, natural increase, and re-

tainment in Newfoundland became quite apparent” as the proportion of females to

males slowly began to increase and the population moved toward “the norms of an

established and settled society.”
20

Over the course of the eighteenth century an increasing number of Irish Roman

Catholics took up residency in Newfoundland amid what had previously been a

permanent population almost exclusively drawn from Protestant southern and

western England.
21

By the late eighteenth century most of the settlements on the

Avalon Peninsula (the area in which Aaron Thomas spent the bulk of his time) were

in varying degrees mixed Anglo-Irish communities.
22

Roman Catholics were sub-

ject to more than the usual suspicion from their English Protestant neighbours dur-

ing the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, as the spectre of Irish rebellion

coupled with French invasion haunted the English Protestant population. Capital

punishment was used in an attempt to keep the Irish population in check: the execu-

tions Aaron Thomas witnessed in 1794 were but one example.
23

The Irish immigra-

tion was comprised primarily of young single male labourers, a circumstance

which did nothing to ease English Protestant Newfoundlanders’ fears.
24

Overall,

Aaron Thomas’s visit to Newfoundland coincides with a period of change in both

the size and composition of the Newfoundland population, with attendant social re-

percussions.

The French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars themselves — which were the

cause of Thomas’s voyage to Newfoundland — also had an impact on Newfound-

land: over the course of the last two decades of the eighteenth century the migratory

fishery declined drastically, while the resident fishery increased to the point of

dominance by 1793.
25

By the 1790s Newfoundland was no longer a mere fishing

station, but had become indisputably settled: “a place well populated, year-round,

and operating with a finely balanced system of differing classes of residents —

merchants, boatkeepers and servants.”
26

By 1815 the migratory fishery would

come to an end, and the dominance of the resident fishery, growth of the seal fish-

ery, and continued immigration, meant that Newfoundland would soon emerge as a

colonial society in all but name.

Despite these accomplished or impending changes, Newfoundland remained

almost completely dependent on the fishery, a fact which contributed greatly to the

slow domestic development of the island. Unlike other North American colonies,

agriculture was not a significant economic endeavour. Not only did the Newfound-

land landscape severely limit opportunities for economic diversification beyond

the fishery, but a monostaple economy had proved sufficiently lucrative to the mer-

chant class.
27

Throughout the eighteenth century the Royal Navy not only provided
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military protection for merchant ships in time of war, but in the absence of represen-

tative institutions it served as “the engine of law and authority in Newfoundland,”

as one half of a longstanding civil-and-naval partnership in which the civil influ-

ence was exerted by merchant interests.
28

The first court of civil jurisdiction had

been established in Newfoundland in 1791, but there would be no civil governor

until 1825. As long as Newfoundland was principally viewed as an industry rather

than a colony, naval administration (in conjunction with civil magistrates and

courts) made more sense than representative institutions. It was as part of this naval

authority, and into this wider context that HMS Boston, and with it Aaron Thomas,

arrived in Newfoundland in May of 1794. For these reasons Thomas’s History of

Newfoundland is a valuable account of Newfoundland in a time of broad transition,

particularly in the absence of a Newfoundland newspaper for this period.

SOURCES FOR AARON THOMAS’S HISTORY OF NEWFOUNDLAND

The History of Newfoundland comes at the end of a line of pre-nineteenth-century

literature written about Newfoundland which stretches back to the 1620s.
29

The

earliest works attempted to promote settlement, urged a takeover of the French fish-

ery, or defended the British fishery.
30

Closer to Aaron Thomas’s time, two historical

treatments of Newfoundland appeared in print.
31

On one level, Thomas’s History of

Newfoundland (as the title he gave it indicates) falls into this same category.

The outside cover of Thomas’s leather-bound manuscript bears the title

“Memoirs of Newfoundland” in gold lettering. This might be Thomas’s own

choice, or a later addition by someone else. The title page (which Thomas refers to

as the frontispiece), written in his own hand, bears the title he chose to affix to his

journal: “History of Newfoundland.” The frontispiece continues by enumerating

the contents of the volume at length, in classic seventeenth- and eighteenth-century

style. The title promises to discuss Newfoundland’s Grand Banks, fishery, climate,

soil, bodies of water, fauna, charters, initial settlement, tales of the country (never

before collected), and also a brief account of the Boston’s stops in Spain. In addi-

tion, there are to be “a great number of new, and singular anecdotes” of people and

places, and a “Dissertation on Friendship,” not to mention “the whole interspersed

with a multiplicity of Naval Historical Biographycal Sentimental Political Geo-

graphical Military. and Moral Sketches.”
32

Remarking upon its encyclopaedic na-

ture, Thomas states repeatedly in his preface (added later) that the title page

promises more than the actual contents of the journal deliver.
33

Aaron Thomas was

only one of many eighteenth-century travel writers who struggled with varying de-

grees of success to integrate anecdotes and personal narrative with more scientific

observation, the latter often taking the form of lengthy digressions.
34

The propensity of eighteenth-century travellers to refer to previous histories or

travel accounts raises the question of what sources provided Aaron Thomas with
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information about Newfoundland. The botany component of the History Thomas

seems to have undertaken himself: at one point he describes himself as “an unfortu-

nate antiquarian, a bit of a Botanist and something of a Physicist,”
35

and on more

than one occasion he refers to having collected various specimens of plants or birds.

He may have done some general reading on the British colonies in North America.

He certainly drew some of his information from Newfoundlanders themselves.

Both of his journals demonstrate his habit of talking with local people, and presum-

ably oral tradition and living memory contributed to Thomas’s information about

Newfoundland history and life.

Though the interior of the island remained largely a mystery to most Europe-

ans, general maps of Newfoundland could be purchased by 1770.
36

Thomas might

have bought one before leaving England. Two other sources Thomas might have

used were Griffith Williams’ An Account of the Island of Newfoundland, With the

Nature of its Trade, and Method of carrying on the Fishery (1765), or John

Oldmixon’s The history of Newfoundland: containing an account of its discovery,

settlement, encrease, inhabitants, climate, soil, product, trade, and present state

(1741). The scope of these two works approximates Thomas’s ambitions for his

own History, but he does not seem to have read either of them. He certainly had read

a newer, more up-to-date account — John Reeves’History of the Government of the

Island of Newfoundland. Reeves had served as chief justice of the new Court of Ju-

dicature since 1791, and his History, based on the records of the Board of Trade and

Plantations in London, appeared in 1793.

Much of Thomas’s section dealing with Newfoundland’s history and gover-

nance, particularly the information on statutes and merchant-planter relations, is

visibly drawn from Reeves. Thomas’s account embroiders, rephrases, rearranges,

or adds to the information in Reeves, but the connection is obvious. In particular,

Thomas’s discussion of George Larkin’s 1701 report on the state of Newfoundland

is almost identical to that of Reeves, though for some reason Thomas incorrectly

gives the date as 1730.
37

Thomas’s extensive use of Reeves’ History almost cer-

tainly constitutes the first example of what Patrick O’Flaherty identifies as a long

line of Newfoundland historians who “merely repeated or amplified [Reeves’]

ideas, which then passed into school textbooks and the popular imagination.”
38

Thomas’s account had no influence on the development of Newfoundland histori-

ography as such, but his reliance on Reeves reinforces O’Flaherty’s argument that

Reeves had a disproportionate influence on the writing of Newfoundland history.
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AARON THOMAS’S FOUR NARRATIVE VOICES

As for Thomas’s History of Newfoundland itself, most of the text is far from what

modern readers would expect from such a title. At its heart, the History offers a nar-

rative of a voyage to Newfoundland. The journal relates some details of the

Boston’s stop in Torbay, an unexpected stay in the Scilly Islands due to unfavour-

able winds, and the Atlantic crossing. After leaving Newfoundland the Boston

stopped briefly in Cadiz and Lisbon. Beyond that, the History offers contempla-

tions on various subjects, numerous descriptive passages, and stories meant to

shock, move, or entertain.

With these elements in mind — narrative, contemplation, description, and en-

tertainment — a close reading of the text brings to light the four main narrative

voices which Thomas employs to convey these elements. Each narrative voice is an

individual persona which Thomas assumes. The Seaman provides factual, narra-

tive sections, most frequently dealing with naval matters. The Sightseer describes

plants, animals, buildings, people, weather, trivia, general information, history, and

sometimes Newfoundland customs, with a tourist’s interest in the new and exotic.

The Sage offers the occasional moment of serious reflection, comments on matters

political, religious, philosophical, or intellectual in nature, and has a tendency to

moralize. The Storyteller offers anecdote after anecdote related in the most dra-

matic or comedic manner possible, and embroiders and exaggerates in the process

(as any good storyteller must). A reading of Aaron Thomas’s History of Newfound-

land benefits from an awareness of these shifts in narration.
39

Thomas’s portrait of himself as narrator, a picture which emerges in the Pref-

ace and first few pages, indirectly points to these four narrative voices. He variously

claims to possess sufficient life experience to comment upon human nature (the

Sage); to be renowned for his ribaldry and humour (the Storyteller); to put aside his

melancholy in order to take in the sights and sounds of a new environment (the

Sightseer); and to write by candlelight as the ship pitches and tosses on the waves

(the Seaman) — although of course this is no ordinary seaman swinging in a ham-

mock below decks, but rather a literate, articulate, and apparently well-educated in-

dividual.

AARON THOMAS AS STORYTELLER

Since most literary giants of the eighteenth century did not go to sea, in the words of

Philip Edwards, “though we may protest against [Henry] Fielding calling [writers

of sea-voyage accounts] Goths and Vandals, we have to accept that they were not

great writers.”
40

Though he may not be great, Aaron Thomas is an able and enter-

taining writer who possesses a definite knack for storytelling. In one amusing ac-

count, a young seaman with a habit of yelling “fire” in his sleep ends up becoming a
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source of heat himself (able to cook an egg simply by holding it), after setting off a

cannon he was leaning on and thereby gaining “sulphurous qualitys.”
41

The verac-

ity of this particular incident is certainly in question, but as a story it offers a clever

balance between the sailor’s misdemeanour and its eventual results. While in

Ferryland, Aaron Thomas tricks an invalid Irishwoman into thinking he is a Catho-

lic priest, and thereby succeeds in purchasing some fowl from her at a price lower

than that which she originally sought. His glee at the success of this piece of duplic-

ity permeates the entire anecdote.
42

One of the Storyteller’s best yarns is that of the lobsters in Portugal Cove. As

lobsters are cleaned outside the public house, a veritable menagerie of animals ar-

rives to eat the remains which are thrown their way. Someone takes it into his head

to try a trick with the remaining live lobsters, and attaches a number of them to a

white horse’s mane and tail, where they hang like decorations without disturbing

the horse. The same process is next applied to a feisty cat’s tail, with more painful

results. The frantic animal whips itself into a frenzy, and is somehow conveyed by

the onlookers onto the horse’s back, where it promptly digs its claws into the

horse’s flesh, causing the horse both pain and alarm. The onlookers derive any

amount of amusement from the resulting mayhem.
43

Not all of the Storyteller’s tales are so wild, however. In one instance the Story-

teller crafts an account of a visit to a dark underground cavern near Shoalstone

Point (before the Boston has left England) into a story of the supernatural: as the

cave narrows and darkens, Thomas thinks of “all my iniquity and evil acts at once,”

and fancies he sees spooks and spirits ready to “strike revenge” for each one. By the

end of the tale the cavern has become an “abyss of despair.”
44

The same skill which

holds Thomas in good stead when he turns his pen to comedy and drama also works

to great effect in creating and sustaining suspense: as the Boston enters Placentia

Bay, the Storyteller relates in dramatic fashion the silence that settles over a vessel

being navigated into a harbour or bay whose approach is littered with dangerous

rocks or sandbanks.
45

In this case the Seaman and the Storyteller have merged to

create a captivating account of a maritime reality.

The Storyteller voice seduces the gullible or inattentive by supplying the most

interesting sections of the journal; certainly this is Aaron Thomas at his most enter-

taining. The “singular anecdotes” promised on the title page and scattered liberally

throughout the History are largely responsible for the liveliness of the entire work,

and occasionally beg to be believed. However, the tendency to exaggerate and em-

broider, to paint things in comic or dramatic light, and to shape the facts to suit the

story, which is present in the most obviously tailored of Thomas’s stories, is poten-

tially equally present in the less outrageous of his tales. Most of the Storyteller’s

tales appear rooted in actual events and should not be dismissed outright as entirely

untrue, but they should certainly be taken with the proverbial grain of salt.
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AARON THOMAS AS SEAMAN

The Seaman voice, unlike that of the Storyteller, relates incidents in a straightfor-

ward manner, usually with relation to maritime matters. For instance, Thomas

writes at one point: “Thursday 27th June. The Boston sailed from St John’s yester-

day morning and after a pleasant run anchor’d in this Bay this afternoon. We are on

a Coasting Cruize, Captain Morris meaning to viset St Pierre (lately taken from the

French) and some of the principal out-harbours.”
46

In early September, while the Boston cruises at sea off Cape Spear, Thomas (as

Seaman) relates the following:

The Latitude we are now in is about the same we were cruizing in a month ago. From

the circumstances of our falling in with a number of American Vessels and getting

Newspapers from them we used, jocosely, to call these Latitudes our Coffee Room —

here we come to read the News. Very few Vessels we boarded from Europe but what

gave us Newspapers. As soon as a Sail was discover’d the cry on the Quarter Deck

was “I see a Newsman Two Points to our Larboard Beam, I wonder if she is from Eu-

rope or America.”
47

Newfoundland may have been a far-flung outpost of the British Empire, but the sea-

men of the Royal Navy posted there got their news regardless.

The Seaman is probably the most accurate of the four principal narrative

voices, which is no surprise, coming from a sailor. However, though his claims to an

imperfect knowledge and a limited experience of maritime matters (having been at

sea only a year before embarking for Newfoundland) may be false modesty,

Thomas himself was not out swabbing decks and climbing the rigging, and seems

to have lived a relatively comfortable existence. Though Thomas displays a thor-

ough grasp of the rudiments of life in the Royal Navy at the close of the eighteenth

century, he would later lament his lack of navigational training.
48

These qualifica-

tions aside, the occasions upon which the Seaman speaks are relatively few and

tend to be accurate, since they primarily describe the activities of the Boston and its

crew. Jean Murray’s research on the Boston’s log book supports this conclusion.

AARON THOMAS AS SAGE

The moralizing and reflective qualities of the Sage voice are apparent during an in-

cident on the Scilly Isles. After seeing a sign on a building advertising the sale of

good liquor at a nearby establishment, Thomas seizes the opportunity to denounce

drunkenness and extol the virtues of temperance: “Now I am one of those beings

who is persuaded that the immoderate use of strong Liquors is not only a firebrand

but the very bane of society,” he declares. “For my part I consider a Dram Shop as a
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Whirlpool which draws into its vortex everything that is vicious and infamous.”
49

The “Dissertation on friendship” promised on the frontispiece is another prominent

example of the Sage voice. Although within the discussion of friendship there are

several instances of the Storyteller working his craft, the overall tone of this section

of the book is reflective, arising, as Thomas tells us, from watching a waterfall at

“Titti Whitti” (Quidi Vidi).
50

“It is an indisputable fact, firmly established in my

mind,” he writes, “that no Friendship can exist but what it has Love for its basis.”
51

During a stay in Ferryland Thomas is entertained by a Mrs. Tree, whose Amer-

ican-born son has been pressed into service in the Royal Navy against his will. The

conversation between Thomas and Mrs. Tree on this subject leads

Thomas-the-Sage into “discanting on the Rights of Nations” in his journal, as he re-

flects on the vagaries of wartime and citizenship.
52

In another reflective moment,

Thomas describes the beauty of a deserted plantation near Ferryland in full August

bloom, the abandoned house, store room, fish flake, garden, and burial ground pre-

senting an attractive accompaniment to the rocky terrain, wild raspberries, flower-

ing shrubs, picturesque dead tree, and sea. The scene prompts Thomas-the-Sage to

comment that “I could not believe, while I looked on one side of the Picture, how it

was that an industrious man could not live in this Paradise ... I thought had I a Part-

ner whom I loved and have seen her here, it must be the Garden of Eden in perfec-

tion.” He goes on to add, however, that under several feet of snow, at the height of

winter, it would be quite a different story.
53

The Sage is the voice of Thomas’s innermost thoughts, musings, and commen-

tary upon various issues of a generally serious nature. One might expect that inner-

most thoughts would be honest, and the Sage’s comments do reflect upon the

personality, ideas, and beliefs of Aaron Thomas. It is important to note, however,

that they also reflect what Thomas considered an acceptable version of himself for

his audience to encounter. Atraveller who decided to include personal reflections in

his account strove for four qualities, according to Charles L. Batten Jr.: “his opin-

ions should not be too numerous, they should arise naturally out of the places de-

scribed, they should be original, and they should not prejudicially conflict with

accepted moral or political opinions.”
54

The Sage demonstrates these qualities

throughout the History of Newfoundland.

AARON THOMAS AS SIGHTSEER

While the Sage ponders weighty matters, relatively little escapes the Sightseer’s

watchful eyes and ears, as each new incident or piece of information is added to his

store of experiences. For instance, Thomas compiles a list of “laughable” place

names in Newfoundland, including on his short list Stinking Island, Horses Chops,

Come By Chance, Tickle Harbour, Hearts Content, and many others.
55

Upon reach-

ing the Grand Banks amid thick fog, Thomas discuss the shapes, sizes, origins, and
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eventual demise of icebergs, something he has just now seen for himself for the first

time.
56

Much later the Sightseer explains that “Every Harbour, every Bay and every

Inlet you enter [in Newfoundland] it is surprizing to see the many fresh water

streams that rush down with heedless violence to be swallowed up in the boundless

Ocean.”
57

The Sightseer also notes the distinctive accent of native-born

Newfoundlanders, who he claims “speak English but ... have a manner perculiar to

themselves,” so that “every Out-harbour I viseted on conversing with the people,

they would on answering my enquirys say — ‘Yes, dat is the way’ or ‘O No, we tant

do it so; but den we do it the other way ...’”
58

The History is full of such observa-

tions.

Thomas-as-Sightseer is reasonably reliable, but not infallible. Thomas’s ex-

tensive descriptions of things seen and heard and experienced are unquestionably

coloured by his proclivity for passing on what he takes for truth, and the modern

reader may occasionally question some of this information. One reason for the in-

clusion of such tall tales is that they add sprightliness and wit to the History, attrib-

utes that the eighteenth century prized in both conversation and letter-writing.

Furthermore, in cases relating to Newfoundland customs (for example, carrying

frozen milk home in an apron after milking a cow in winter, or using a goose to

clean out the chimney or stop a chimney fire),
59

Thomas himself may have been

taken in by prevaricating Newfoundlanders enjoying a laugh at a curious outsider’s

expense. As Percy G. Adams writes, in their quest for information about the world

and its peoples, eighteenth-century Europeans were frequently rather gullible.
60

The index to the 1968 edition of Thomas’s journal corresponds to the pagina-

tion of the edited version, and is shaped by the publisher’s assumptions about the in-

terests of modern readers. The index in the original manuscript is far more

intriguing, because it indicates what Thomas himself considered to be of signifi-

cance and potential interest to his readers. Thomas’s extensive index lists numerous

subjects, including places, people, birds, fish, animals, emotions, and artifacts.

Sample entries include: “Blubber. what it is 610,” “Boatswains Mate. an odd one

637,” “Anger. A vulcano occasion’d by it 649,” “Birds. Some stuffed ones 634,”

“Penalty inflicted on masters of Vessels, carrying fishermen as Passengers from

Newfoundland to America 586.” An entire page and a half is taken up by listings re-

lated to “Friendship.”
61

The contents of Aaron Thomas’s index may all be catego-

rized as relating to one of the four principal narrative voices identified in the text.

Clearly there is more at work in Aaron Thomas’s History than just history.

Thomas’s habit of relating anecdotes or offering reflections in the process of de-

scribing places or events allows him to casually adopt various narrative voices and

drop them just as quickly. Often a change in narrative voice is indicated by a com-

ment such as “this brings to my recollection ...”
62

or a new paragraph. Readers

aware of these four voices and the types of information they tend to present should

find it easier to negotiate Thomas’s History of Newfoundland.
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TRAVEL LITERATURE, IMPERIALISM, AND THE

HISTORY OF NEWFOUNDLAND

The complexities of Aaron Thomas’s History of Newfoundland emerge even more

clearly when the History is considered in its eighteenth-century literary context.

The novelist Wayne Johnston has described Aaron Thomas as an unselfconscious

author:

Thomas wrote to his friend: “Do you know that, as I write these sheets, I fancy I am

telling a tale? I sitting on one side and you on the other?”

These are among my favourite lines in all of literature. It is no longer possible for

writers to write as unselfconsciously as that, to get halfway through telling a story be-

fore they even begin to suspect that they are telling one. His is the innocent amaze-

ment of a man who, in mid-composition, discovers he is writing and at the same time

has no expectation of ever being read by anyone except his “friend.”
63

Johnston is too trusting. Aaron Thomas was anything but unselfconscious as he

composed his History. From start to finish his History of Newfoundland is con-

sciously shaped in the tradition of the eighteenth-century travel literature to which

he must have been exposed back in England. Given the enormous popularity of

travel literature — true travel, imaginary voyages, and travel lies — and Thomas’s

fondness for reading, it is unimaginable that he was unaware of the conventions of

travel writing.
64

From expensive volumes presented to King George III, to cheap editions sold

door-to-door and carried in the public libraries of seaports, and irrespective of the

literary standing of the authors, travel literature was universally popular in the eigh-

teenth century.
65

The popularity of the genre has been attributed to Europeans’curi-

osity about foreign places, but also to the inherently satisfying nature of the journey

narrative: departing, travelling, and returning home again.
66

An estimated 2,000 sea

voyage narratives alone were published in English over the course of the eighteenth

century and it has been suggested that the English “were the most copious produc-

ers of travel writings in the world” during this period.
67

And not only were true

travel accounts well received, but explicitly fictional ones as well, such as the pe-

rennially popular Robinson Crusoe.
68

Whether arising out of conscious imitation or not, echoes of Daniel Defoe’s

Robinson Crusoe are apparent in Aaron Thomas’s description of a picnic on the

shores of Little Miquelon. Writes Thomas, “While in this Boat this day it is

surprizing how big I thought myself. Columbus, I fancy’d, was a mere Pedestrian to

us. Here we were, giving names to Coves and Capes, which I could not but think be-

longed to some vast unknown region. Louis the Fourteenth was never so big, in his

own mind, as I was.”
69

The feeling of being a discoverer, a ruler, and a

larger-than-life authority figure constitutes Thomas’s version of a Robinson Cru-
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soe experience. In this particular instance Aaron Thomas, experiencing the power

of naming and discovering, might serve as a poster-boy for what Mary Louise Pratt

calls “he whose imperial eyes passively look out and possess.”
70

Thomas also par-

ticipated in his age’s quest to possess scientific information about the world, in-

cluding in his manuscript a number of watercolours and information relating to the

botany and zoology of Newfoundland. Naming, cataloguing, exploring, and com-

menting on foreign lands and peoples were inherent parts of British imperialism,
71

and in his own small way Aaron Thomas participated in that process.

AARON THOMAS’S INTENDED AUDIENCE

The question of Thomas’s intended audience is an important one for understanding

the History. The text itself begins with a direct address, in a conversational tone, to a

“friend” also serving in the navy, and the title page concludes with the statement

“Addressed to a Friend.” However, on two separate occasions within the first sev-

eral pages of the History Thomas mentions “whoever” might read his account,
72

and 71 pages later he indicates that his History of Newfoundland — at least in his

own mind — fits firmly into an established tradition of other literature, especially

travellers’ accounts: “It is the custom of modern writer and travellers to introduce

Biographical Sketches of their underlings, come they under the denomination of Pi-

lots, Guides, Pioneers or Guards etc. I shall follow the rule of my predecessors in or-

der to make myself look big amongst those who have not the good fortune to know

me.”
73

Letters, straightforward narratives, and diaries or journals were the three most

popular forms for travel literature to take during the eighteenth century. The episto-

lary form in particular was very popular in the seventeenth and eighteenth centu-

ries, though it was most often simply a device when used in travel accounts.
74

In

1783 Hugh Blair wrote that some letters, “Though they bear, in the title-page, a Let-

ter to a Friend, after the first address, the Friend disappears, and we see that it is, in

truth, the Public with whom the author corresponds.”
75

Aaron Thomas clearly ex-

pected an audience of more than one. Although Thomas’s “friend” (whether real or

simply a device) does not completely disappear, Blair’s comments are still applica-

ble to Thomas’s History of Newfoundland. At the very least he could expect his

“letter” to be read aloud to friends and family of the recipient, or kept to be read and

re-read in future.
76

Before 1900 most travel writers “were simply well-educated people who

wanted to make money or a name for themselves or share their pleasure with oth-

ers”
77

and it was entirely conceivable that Aaron Thomas’s History of Newfound-

land might be published, given the demand for travel literature and the fact that

Newfoundland remained a mysterious entity on the European periphery. Unlike the

European Grand Tour or a journey to the West Indies, an exploration of Newfound-
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land and its culture potentially offered British audiences something new and exotic.

Like Scotland and Ireland, whose ruggedness and combination of closeness and

strangeness appealed greatly to Britons from the 1760s onward,
78

Newfoundland

was both known and unknown. A long-time British possession tied closely to Brit-

ain by the bonds of trade, it yet retained an aura of mystery and foreignness, its land-

scapes, people, and way of life different and fascinating.

During the eighteenth century, most travellers prepared for their own travels

by reading guidebooks and previous travellers’accounts. This process was both re-

assuring and informative, but could also pressure travellers to offer something fresh

and unique in their own travel writing, should they choose to undertake any.
79

The

lack of existing accounts of Newfoundland comparable to Aaron Thomas’s made

for an open market. Of course it is impossible to know whether Thomas ever seri-

ously considered publication, but it seems highly unlikely that he would not at least

consider the possibility. And certainly he wrote his History of Newfoundland as if

he had publication — or at least a broad dissemination among family and friends —

in mind.

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY LITERARY CONVENTIONS IN THE

HISTORY OF NEWFOUNDLAND

In writing his History of Newfoundland as a letter to a friend, Aaron Thomas drew

upon the conventions of eighteenth-century epistolary writing, conventions with

which he was obviously familiar. As Bruce Redford writes, “the eighteenth-

century familiar letter, like the eighteenth-century conversation, is a performance,”

characterized by “constant adjustments of voice and mask, text and subtext.”
80

The

four principal narrative voices identifiable in Aaron Thomas’s History of New-

foundland fit into this framework of eighteenth-century epistolary writing: the Sea-

man, Sightseer, Storyteller, and Sage are masks that the narrator wears at different

points in the text.

Literate eighteenth-century Europeans considered spontaneity the indication

of candour, and the theory of epistolary writing throughout the century elevated the

spontaneous above the planned, “nature” above “art.” The goal was to produce

graceful, unstudied letters which combined sprightly wit with simplicity.”
81

Yet it

required great skill to achieve this apparent simplicity. Celebrated figures including

Jonathan Swift, Edmund Burke, William Cowper, and Horace Walpole claimed to

express in their letters “thoughts just warm from the brain without any polishing or

dress,” as Alexander Pope professed to do.
82

Yet the letters of these literary and so-

cial elites were not artless; rather, their apparent spontaneity arose from the artistic

exertions of their authors. Aaron Thomas was not as sophisticated as the English lit-

erary and social elite, but he draws upon the same conventions by emphasizing that

writing his History is like having a conversation with his friend. Thomas’s preface
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exhibits similar attention to eighteenth-century literary conventions. Adopting the

tone of (false) humility and unworthiness which may be found in the prefaces and

dedications of untold numbers of books throughout the early modern period and

well into the early nineteenth century, Thomas begins his preface with an apology

for the multitudes of spelling and grammatical errors to be found throughout the

body of the journal. These he excuses as the product of writing by candlelight on a

moving ship, and to his lack of inclination to rewrite the volume. In this case, not

only is Thomas asserting his History as an unstudied, spontaneous creation, but he

is also attempting to sell it on the grounds of its “authenticity”: real seaman, real

sailing ship, real spelling errors. Given the proliferation of so-called “travel lies”

(that is, fictional travel accounts intended to be read as true) during the eighteenth

century, assertions of authenticity were important.
83

Whether fact or fiction, travel writing was subject to discussion and debate

over the course of the eighteenth century by English writers and critics weighing

the relative merits of two approaches, as part of a larger debate over time and space.

A newer movement privileged minute and exact particulars of each day, with the

distinct possibility that any larger narrative would be overwhelmed and lost in de-

tail, while the older tradition privileged critical and selective accounts focusing on

experience and reflection, possibly to the point of ignoring chronological time.
84

At

the same time a separate debate involved questions of self in the travel account. In

the late eighteenth century a newer “sentimental” type focused on the inner world

of thought and the subjective experience of the traveller. By contrast the older “sci-

entific” type was information-based, and focused on the outer world.
85

The distinc-

tions between the two sides of these two debates are visible in Aaron Thomas’s own

writing. The History of Newfoundland follows a basic chronological progression,

and includes some dates, but largely consists of reflections and descriptions that do

not rely on a placement in time to make sense. The History’s discussion of friend-

ship, and Thomas’s assertion that he considers himself “able to judge on the pas-

sions of the human mind” because his life experience has endowed him with the

tools by which to analyze “the powers by which Mankind is actuated,”
86

are exam-

ples of this strong leaning toward contemplation and the subjective experience. In

contrast, Aaron Thomas’s later Caribbean Journal leans toward the more chrono-

logical and scientific approaches, presenting a constant stream of dates and occur-

rences, and even indicating the times of day at which various events occurred.

Despite his claims to the contrary, the History of Newfoundland did not emerge

fully formed from Aaron Thomas’s head: his claim not to have rewritten a single

line is rooted in the eighteenth-century valorization of spontaneity as a mark of hon-

esty and authenticity. He refers in the conclusion of the History to subjects he meant

to elaborate on and details that he omitted, and says that his notes “which remain

undigested” will be tucked away somewhere to “become a wreck and rot in ever-

lasting oblivion” in contrast to the journal-letter which he suggests the friend will
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soon receive.
87

Though Thomas may not have re-copied the text once it was on the

page, the actual words on the page did not simply tumble there by accident.

A BRIEF COMPARISON OF THE CARIBBEAN JOURNAL AND THE

HISTORY OF NEWFOUNDLAND

Aaron Thomas’s Caribbean Journal, held at the University of Miami Archives, is a

leather-bound volume of 374 pages, of which approximately 367 contain handwrit-

ten material. All but the last three entries (which deal with his illness and death) are

written in Thomas’s handwriting. The Caribbean Journal is a vastly different docu-

ment from the History of Newfoundland. To begin with, it purports to be nothing but

a journal. In fact, the first page of text is titled “Journal.”
88

The volume contains

charts, pen sketches, and transcriptions of letters to and from friends and family; it

also reveals much more personal information than does the History of Newfound-

land. Interestingly, the Caribbean Journal contains some letters written in a mix-

ture of English and Portuguese, with the occasional lapse into French. Every so

often a word will be spelled backwards.
89

Because Thomas died before he could re-shape the contents of the Caribbean

Journal, it offers a convenient window into certain aspects of the History of New-

foundland which were especially shaped. For instance, the Caribbean Journal

paints a picture of an Aaron Thomas who is kind, moral, well-educated, fam-

ily-oriented, religious, and interested in people of all levels of society. This con-

trasts greatly with the immoral, ribald, irreligious picture Aaron Thomas paints of

his own character in the opening of the History of Newfoundland.
90

Thomas could

have changed considerably since 1794, but his declarations in the History might

also have played to the well-established eighteenth-century stereotype of seamen

as “less than civil,” for the entertainment of his intended audience.
91

Another conspicuous difference relates to life in the Royal Navy, in particular

sex, drunkenness, and violence: the Caribbean Journal is full of all three, whereas

there is relatively little violence and almost no sex or drunkenness in the History of

Newfoundland. The History’s account of the Atlantic passage, for instance, is filled

largely with tall tales and anecdotes that make life in the Royal Navy seem less dif-

ficult than it must have been. This is not to say that Thomas was not aware of the

harsher aspects of life at sea. On the contrary, he had a very dark view of the regular

seaman’s life in the navy. Writing to his brother William, Thomas commended him

on helping Aaron’s nephew receive some navigational training in preparation for a

career in the Royal Navy. Adding that he would never send his own child to sea

without similar preparation, Thomas concluded that “ — to be before the Mast is

starvation and murder indeed.”
92

Because the Caribbean Journal focuses on the

daily events of life aboard HMS Lapwing, this darker side of life in the navy is re-
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vealed. The History, on the other hand, takes place largely on the island of New-

foundland, and revolves around Thomas’s observations there.

The Caribbean Journal contains three types of entries: daily entries depicting

life in the Royal Navy and anecdotes of people onboard and ashore; groupings of

proverbs, truisms, and other thoughts which Thomas calls “Miscellaneous and

Nautical Remarks”;
93

and records of his personal correspondence. But although the

Caribbean Journal contains these three major kinds of entries, it does not use the

same distinctive narrative voices discernible in the History of Newfoundland. The

Seaman, Sightseer, Storyteller, and Sage are present only as shadows of them-

selves: they lack the brilliance and polish they possess in the History of Newfound-

land. The disparity between the Storyteller of the History and that of the Journal is

most striking. Whereas the Storyteller’s colourful and cleverly presented anecdotes

enliven the entire History of Newfoundland, in the Caribbean Journal even the

most unusual of circumstances or situations falls flat by comparison. Entries in the

Caribbean Journal are frequently jumbled up, with letters and poems and other ad-

ditions separating pages of what should be continuous narrative. Most entries read

as if Thomas wrote things down as they came to him, and paragraphs are full of

dashes and abrupt changes of subject. But at the same time, to each daily entry is ap-

pended the date, and frequently the time that events took place. The History of New-

foundland is much less concerned with dates.

It could be that Aaron Thomas simply changed his writing style over the years

between the creation of the History and the Journal. Alternately, reading the Carib-

bean Journal suggests what the History of Newfoundland might have looked like

originally. It was quite common during the eighteenth century for travellers to cre-

ate a series of field notes, logbooks, or letters while travelling, then write up a jour-

nal (often with publication in mind) after the fact by drawing upon these notes.

Such narratives were often edited or ghost-written in order to aid their commercial

success.
94

Aaron Thomas’s manuscript never saw publication during his lifetime,

and the similarities between the Caribbean Journal and the History of Newfound-

land discourage the idea that the History was ghost-written, but certainly he was

following convention if he did in fact create the History from a series of notes kept

during his trip to Newfoundland. In support of this idea are the four pages in his Ca-

ribbean Journal which Thomas titled “Detached memorandums, relating to New-

foundland, which I overlooked in my history of that country; compiled in 1794.”
95

In sum, the principal difference between the Caribbean Journal and the His-

tory of Newfoundland is the lack of polish in the Journal. Though Thomas’s History

cannot compare to the brilliance of Henry Fielding’s Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon,

the fictional travels of Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver, or even the exhaustive catalogu-

ing of sights undertaken in Daniel Defoe’s Tour Thro’Great Britain, in comparison

to the raw material of the Caribbean Journal the History of Newfoundland emerges

as a highly polished and consciously shaped piece of work.
96
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CAN WE TRUST AARON THOMAS’S HISTORY OF NEWFOUNDLAND?

Even after placing Aaron Thomas’s journal in its historical and literary contexts,

the question remains: what are we to make of this journal? How reliable is Thomas

as a historical source? Aaron Thomas was not the only eighteenth-century British

seaman to create a record of his time in Newfoundland from the decks of a Royal

Navy vessel: Joseph Banks in 1766, and Edward Chappell in 1813 are two who did

likewise.
97

Banks’s records are justly celebrated as the first extensive and properly

documented scientific collections from the region, while Chappell’s account in-

cludes footnotes and a no-nonsense approach to debunking some myths and mis-

conceptions perpetrated by early writers and explorers of Newfoundland. If Banks

viewed Newfoundland through the eyes of a scientist, and Chappell through the

eyes of a well-read sailor, Aaron Thomas viewed it primarily as a sightseer and sto-

ryteller. The language of botany and zoology that pervades Banks’s journal, and the

predominant concern with maritime matters that informs Chappell’s narrative each

serve to enforce a sense of authority and reliability in these two accounts: they are

largely unembellished recitations of observations or occurrences, and for that rea-

son they secure our confidence and belief. Thomas’s narrative, on the other hand,

possesses a more lighthearted, conversational tone, and (as we have seen) liberally

mixes philosophical reflections and amusing anecdotes along with maritime mat-

ters and descriptions of Newfoundland people, places, and things.

This conversational, entertaining quality is what makes Thomas’s journal such

an engaging and enjoyable read, and in truth the suspiciously implausible anec-

dotes which show Thomas at his most skilful as a storyteller are not nearly so nu-

merous as are his more factually grounded observations. The same eye for detail

which makes him a good storyteller also serves him well as an observer of New-

foundland and its people. For example, in his 1895 A History of Newfoundland

From the English, Colonial and Foreign Records, D.W. Prowse included an exten-

sive extract from Thomas’s journal detailing a dinner party for Royal Navy officers

held on St. Pierre, as a footnote to Prowse’s discussion of the British seizure of St.

Pierre and Miquelon during the French Revolutionary War.
98

Much more recently,

Thomas’s lengthy description of the murder of Lieutenant Lawry and subsequent

executions in St. John’s, and his depiction of the (in his view obsolete) fishing ad-

miral system, appear in Jerry Bannister’s The Rule of the Admirals: Law, Custom,

and Naval Government in Newfoundland, 1699-1832, while Thomas’s enthusiastic

appraisal of the invigorating qualities of spruce beer is cited in Kevin Major’s As

Near To Heaven By Sea: A History of Newfoundland and Labrador.
99

Thomas is not entirely unknown outside the academic world, either. Bunny

Crumpacker’s new work The Sex Life of Food: When Body and Soul Meet to Eat

mentions Aaron Thomas’s comments on the tastiness of Newfoundland dog meat,

while many websites for dog lovers quote Thomas’s broader discussion of New-

foundland dogs.
100

Thomas’s notice of a distinctive Newfoundland accent is incor-
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porated into the introduction to the Dictionary of Newfoundland English, and his

mention of an encounter between his Irish guide and some wolves is included in

John Maunder’s 1982 article on the Newfoundland Wolf.
101

Aaron Thomas writes believably on a range of other subjects. He displays a tol-

erant, if sometimes condescending, attitude toward the large Irish population on the

island in his personal encounters with them, and describes the ever-increasing eco-

nomic dependence on fish merchants which kept many from realizing the dreams

of improved fortune which brought them to the island in the first place.
102

Con-

versely, he displays little sympathy for the two Irishmen executed for their part in

the murder of the Boston’s Lieutenant Lawry (which took place in the context of a

mob attempt to rescue a number of Irish inhabitants who had been pressed for naval

service), stating that they “most deservedly met their deserts.”
103

Women feature

prominently in many of his encounters with local inhabitants, and although most

appear variously as ignorant, ill-tempered, or obstinate, occasionally they are por-

trayed as witty, shrewd, or pleasant.
104

At various points Thomas discusses aspects

of the Newfoundland diet, writing at some length on the catching, processing, and

uses of cod, squid, lobster, and capelin, and mentioning the high cost of provisions

on the island, the short growing season, and the vagaries of keeping livestock. He

also discusses various berries available and types of plants used for tea, and (as

mentioned) sings the praises of spruce beer.
105

Thomas comments on the lack of

churches, clergy, and consecrated burial grounds in most outports, and

Newfoundlanders’ improvised response to this situation;
106

he also explains the

popular winter pastime of “tilting” on a frozen lake inland from St. John’s.
107

He de-

scribes from personal experience Aquafort, Capelin Bay (Calvert), Ferryland, Lit-

tle Miquelon, Placentia, Portugal Cove, Quidi Vidi, St. Pierre, St. John’s, and

Torbay, and from information gleaned from others, Funk Island and Labrador.
108

Although Aaron Thomas never wintered in Newfoundland himself, he gathered

much information about the severity of winter there, and the seriousness of frost-

bite.
109

While the Boston cruised at sea, Thomas used the time to write an outline of the

history and development of Newfoundland, its population, geography, flora and

fauna, and aboriginal inhabitants — for all of which he claims to have “consulted

the best Authoritys extant.”
110

Thomas also provides a surprisingly sympathetic de-

scription of the expelled French inhabitants of St. Pierre and Miquelon.
111

His de-

scription of the tense silence that prevails on deck when a ship navigates carefully

into a harbour is only one instance of many in which Thomas contributes to our un-

derstanding of life in the Royal Navy.
112

Clearly Aaron Thomas’s predilection for

telling his stories in an engaging fashion should not be taken as a sign that every-

thing he writes is untrue or exaggerated. On the contrary, he offers a wealth of infor-

mation about Newfoundland and life in the Royal Navy circa 1794.
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CONCLUSION

Eighteenth-century travel accounts geared toward a general readership aimed at

“blending pleasure with instruction in order to achieve an artistically pleasing ex-

perience.”
113

Without question, Aaron Thomas’s History of Newfoundland man-

ages to blend the educational and the entertaining, in large part due to his use of four

different narrative voices: the Seaman, who provides factual, specific, and

day-to-day observations one would expect from a sailor; the Sightseer, who offers

descriptive material ranging from plants and animals to the weather and customs of

Newfoundland; the Sage, who sporadically interjects serious reflections of an intel-

lectual or moral nature; and the Storyteller, who enlivens the whole with dramatic

and comedic anecdotes.

Considered in the broader context of eighteenth-century travel writing, it be-

comes clear that Aaron Thomas’s History of Newfoundland conforms to the literary

conventions of the time. Not only did Thomas mix elements of epistolary writing

with those of the standard journal and travel log, but he drew on contemporary liter-

ary debates to appeal to a readership wider than that of the friend to whom he

claimed to be writing. The degree to which Thomas revised and consciously shaped

his History of Newfoundland becomes apparent when one compares the History

with Thomas’s Caribbean Journal. This journal of Thomas’s time in the West In-

dies lacks the four narrative voices Thomas used with such effect in his Newfound-

land account, and consists of a stream of unadorned observations and incidents,

correspondence, and snippets of research. It seems reasonable to suggest that this is

what the History of Newfoundland originally looked like. Aaron Thomas was by no

means the first traveller to re-shape his experiences to fit convention: during the

eighteenth century published travel accounts were almost always touched up, al-

tered, and edited versions of original material. Authors used their diaries, notes,

guidebooks, friends’ recollections, their own memories, and published histories in

order to re-construct their journeys. As they did so, many submitted at least in part

to the urge to improve the truth.
114

As the Storyteller, Aaron Thomas indulges this

urge in his History of Newfoundland; as the Sage, Sightseer, and Seaman, he sticks

much closer to the facts as he knew them.

It requires a certain degree of flexibility to navigate the various literary forms

and conventions and sometimes indistinct boundaries between so-called “fact” and

“fiction” found in the History of Newfoundland. However, armed with a knowledge

of Thomas’s four literary masks, readers who persevere will find that the History

has much to tell them about Newfoundland and the Royal Navy, and even about

Aaron Thomas himself, at the close of the eighteenth century. Thomas’s History of

Newfoundland is a lively and informative work about a unique corner of the British

Empire, written by an Englishman who participated in two of his age’s great obses-

sions: travel, and travel writing. It certainly deserves more attention than it has thus

far received.
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